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laid down by statute may be of great social, political and
commercial advantage to India. Provision is made in the
Constitution Act for this new body, whose composition and
powers will ensure that it is in a position to perform its
duties upon business principles and without being subject
to political interference.
Indian public opinion demands that the control of the
railways should be left to the Central Legislature, but it
is considered that continual intervention by a Legislature
would not allow the railways to be worked on business lines.
It is hoped that it may be possible to develop " a common
policy and co-operative course of action " in regard to all
problems relating to transport. One hopes that that
common policy will embrace the urgent problems of internal
communications which are at present undeveloped and
disorganized. The Federal Government should endeavour
to secure that the provision of intercommunication between
the units of federation is treated as one problem, and so
direct its policy as to promote the co-ordination of road,
rail and river transport. Little has been accomplished in
exploring the possibilities of such co-ordination of all forms
of transport in India, which is so desirable in the interests
of the country generally, and particularly of its primary
industry, agriculture.
CL THE  INDIAN   SANDHURST   AND   MILITARY
EXPENDITURE
The problem of India's defence has claimed a great deal
of attention ever since the question of granting self-govern-
ment to India came to be discussed. Since India relies on
the British Army and Navy for her defence, it is argued
that self-government cannot be a reality until and unless
an effective substitute for the use of British forces is pro-
vided. Leaders of Indian public opinion, on the other hand,
have long insisted on providing opportunities for the military
training of Indians, so that they may be properly qualified

